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Abstract: The mega-trends that is for example mobile, social, cloud, and massive data and communication technologies 

square measure commanding new challenges to future web, that present accessibility, high information measure, and also 

the dynamic man agement square measure crucial. However, ancient approaches supported manual configuration of 

proprietary devices square measure and fallible, and that they cannot absolutely utilize the aptitude of physical network 

infrastructure. Recently, software-defined networking (SDN) has been touted together of the foremost promising solutions 

for future web. SDN is characterized by its 2 distinguished options, as well as decoupling the management plane from the 

information plane and providing programmability for network application development. As a result, SDN is positioned to 

produce additional economical configuration, higher performance, and better flexibility to accommodate innovative 

network styles. This paper surveys latest developments during this active analysis space of SDN. We tend to 1st gift a 

typically accepted definition for SDN with the afore-mentioned 2 characteristic options and potential edges of SDN. Finally, 

we tend to conclude this survey paper with some prompt open analysis challenges. 

Index Terms: Network Performance, Software- Defined Networks, Open Flow 

 

1. INTRODUCTION              

Since networks are increasing plenty in size and in needs, traveling hardware switches has become a burden. Even manually fixing 

individual package switches has become an advanced and fallible task for corporations running powerfully virtualized environments 

beside giant networks. This is often wherever Software Defined Networking (SDN) for short enters the sport, within the early 2010s. 

The management plane is wherever the administration of the network takes place, it corresponds to the fixing of the packet process 

rules, and from there to the institution of the total network switch policy. 

Data plane encompasses the appliance of these rules outlined on management planes, this is often the particular packet process. 

Once some packets need some explicit, additional advanced process, they'll be handled to the management plane, wherever the 

choice concerning this packet can occur. 

As a generic principle, the information plane should be in no time to handle a really high variety of packets with easy rules therefore 

on get a decent bit rate within the network. This, the management plane is slower. For heritage switches, the total management and 

knowledge planes would be tightly joined into a same hardware box. They might not be clearly delimited, and therefore the switch 

would typically gift one setup interface. However virtual switches supply new possibilities: they create it possible to modify the 

management of the switches and to remotely program them. The management plane is organized in such the simplest way that 

switches obey from a centralized controller within the network. This controller dynamically installs packet process rules onto the 

switches, and receives and handles exception packets once required. 

 

II BENEFITS OF SDN 

 This new design model provides the way to programmatically piece the switches at runtime, and to manage the network resources 

in an exceedingly additional economical manner. It allows the network operator to supply information measure “on demand”. As 

virtualization created application development way more versatile and ascendible, a similar issue is happening to networks with 

SDN. Another advantage resides within the undeniable fact that SDN typically involves vendor-neutral technology: the package 

and protocols in use area unit typically ASCII text file, and in any case, as there's a move from hardware to package, there's no risk 

to urge fast in on the technical facet due to vendor-specific hardware needs. 

 Also, since it's less hardware-dependant, and since all the switches would like no additional implant the management half, this 

paradigm is anticipated to lower the barrier to entry of the networking business for brand spanking new actors. Because of those 

properties, SDN is changing into an important thought to deploy cloud services, or to include new paradigms like BYOD (Bring 

Your Own Device) or IoT into industrial networks. These ideas represent new network usages, and that they accompany increasing 

desires for bandwidth: it looks these days that a number of these desires will solely be addressed by package outlined Networks so. 

 

III CHALLENGES 

Along with SDN, new challenges have emerged the essential functionalities of programmable switches became somewhat freelance 

from the hardware in use, therefore the package half should offer economical shift capabilities. New algorithms or protocols had to 

be designed, each for the management plane and also the knowledge plane. 

But even with new package tools, the functionalities of the information plane stay at a basic level, thus on gain on process speed. 

However this includes a price in terms of obtainable options, and of easy use, so the addition of a brand new feature will need 
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Associate in nursing upgrade of all knowledge planes, so representing an important constraint on production environments. So one 

amongst the challenges consists in developing knowledge planes with high performances however presenting a robust 

programmable, “updatable” interface.  

Hardware isn't utterly forgotten though. It’s obligatory to interface the package facet with the hardware cards in Associate in nursing 

economical thanks to get smart performances. And obtaining smart performances is one amongst the principal objectives of SDN.  

Performances for bit rates, however additionally for resources consumption the additional CPUs stay offered to user applications, 

the better or even for alternative subsystems like storage higher throughputs mean additional knowledge, that successively should 

be forwarded to quick and economical storage back ends. 

Another vast challenge of SDN is security. The constellation evolves: the essential design offers thanks to a decoupling of 

management and knowledge planes. This new design makes it even additional possible and straightforward to update the 

constellation at runtime. This, in turn, makes network parts tougher to secure and to watch. Specially, it's essential that commands 

on the management plane stay protected. And also the use of virtualization makes things even worse: once many appliances run on 

a same physical host share its resources however must not leak their knowledge. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Fig. 1. SDN Reference Model: a three-layer model 
 

IV BENEFITS OR BLESSINGS OF SDN 

 

Following square measure the advantages of SDN: 

 It permits centralized management of networking devices. 

 It helps in automation of networking devices. 

 It provides enhancements to finish users. 

 It offers flexibility, quantifiability and potency compare to ancient networking. 

 It is wide employed by social networking websites (facebook, twitter, google and etc.) and huge information search engines (Google, 

Yahoo, Ask etc.) 

V  DRAWBACKS OR DISADVANTAGES OF SDN 

        Following square measure the disadvantages of SDN: 

 It needs modification in entire network infrastructure to implement SDN protocol and SDN controller.  Hence it needs complete 

reconfiguration of the network. This will increase price because of reconfiguration. 

 New management tools have to be compelled to be procured and everybody ought to be trained to use it. 

 Security could be a massive challenge in SDN. 

 Single purpose of failure. 

VI CONCLUSION 

Recent developments in ICT domain, as an example, mobile, multimedia, cloud, and massive knowledge, square measure stringent 

for additional convenient web access, additional information measure from users, still as additional dynamic management from 

service suppliers. SDN is taken into account as a promising resolution to satisfy these demands. During this paper, we've conferred 
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the thought of SDN and highlighted edges of SDN in providing increased configuration, improved performance, and inspired 

innovation. 
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